Press Release

HCL builds Hosted SAP Infrastructure for Misys
London/Noida, May 13th, 2009 – HCL Technologies Ltd. (HCL), a leading global IT
services provider, today announced it has built a hosted SAP infrastructure for Misys, a
provider of integrated solutions for banking, treasury and capital markets (FTSE:
MSY.L). The SAP certified platform will deliver predictable and standardised SAP
performance for Misys’ end-users across America, Europe and Asia.
The benefits of the solution to its users include scalability, flexibility and ease of
deployment for SAP applications. HCL built the platform on a state of the art ProcessorArea-Network (PAN) architecture, which was designed to enable very demanding
Recovery Time Objectives (RTO) and minimal exposure to transaction data loss,
through near zero Recovery Point Objectives (RPO). HCL is responsible for real-time
monitoring and management of the platform, including mission critical applications,
databases and infrastructure, using its proprietary MtasS framework.
Commenting on the engagement, Ben Crick, Vice President IS Infrastructure Services at
Misys Plc, said, “We chose HCL to develop this offering due to its depth and breadth of
experience with global customers, technical excellence and demonstrated leadership in
delivering Integrated IT services. The platform HCL built, has met our business
objectives for a global ERP system and we are now taking immediate benefit from it. Its
ease of deployment, flexibility, scalability and Industry benchmarked architecture
combine to provide a sound platform to support some of our key business processes.
We look forward to a long and mutually beneficial association with HCL.”
“The deployment of this solution forms part of a wider HCL-Misys partnership, which also
encompasses application development and data centre co-location services,” said Anant
Gupta, President, HCL Technologies Infrastructure Service Division. “We have a unique
approach to IT infrastructure management and transformation that offers customers
enhanced value in the short term as well as over the life of the relationship. We are
excited about the value we will create in this relationship and are committed to enabling
Misys to further accelerate its business growth.”
HCL pioneered the concept of Remote Infrastructure Management (RIM) with a cosourcing engagement model. The company was cited as a leader in Global IT
Infrastructure Outsourcing in an independent vendor evaluation study by Forrester Wave
TM
, Q2, 2007 and No.1 ‘Specialty Offshore Infrastructure Services Provider’ by NeoIT
and ‘Managing Offshore’ magazine. The company currently manages more than
800,000 mission critical devices systems and supports 500,000 business users. HCL
has also been ranked as the World No.1 Best Performing IT Infrastructure Services by
Global Services 100 Survey 2008.
About Misys plc
Misys plc (FTSE: MSY.L), provides integrated, comprehensive solutions that deliver significant results to
organizations in the financial services and healthcare industries. We maximize value for our customers by
combining our deep knowledge of their business with our commitment to their success. In banking and
treasury & capital markets, Misys is a market leader, with over 1,200 customers, including all of the
world’s top 50 banks. In healthcare, Misys plc owns a controlling stake in NASDAQ-listed Allscripts-Misys
Healthcare Solutions, Inc, a clear leader in the provision of healthcare technology, serving more than

150,000 physicians, 700 hospitals and nearly 7,000 post-acute and homecare organisations. Misys
employs around 6,000 people who serve customers in more than 120 countries. We aspire to be the
world’s best application software and services company, delivering results for the most important
industries in the world. Misys: experience, solutions, results. Contact us today, visit: www.misys.com

About HCLT ISD
HCLT ISD is a leading IT services company and a subsidiary of HCL Technologies Ltd. (also known as
HCL Comnet in the domestic market). A focused player in the IT services arena, HCLT ISD seeks to
provide simplified infrastructure solutions through delivering high-performance management services for
complex, distributed infrastructure environments encompassing the Internet, Client and legacy based
infrastructures. HCLT ISD addresses the growing demand for the cost-effective management of technology
infrastructure across geographically dispersed locations. With a mission to develop innovative solutions for
enterprises worldwide, the company has developed a unique model for Remote IT infrastructure
management that enables customer organizations to achieve superior infrastructure performance and
significantly reduced costs through a global delivery model. For more information, please visit
About HCL Technologies
HCL Technologies is a leading global IT services company, working with clients in the areas that impact
and redefine the core of their businesses. Since its inception into the global landscape after its IPO in
1999, HCL focuses on ‘transformational outsourcing’, underlined by innovation and value creation, and
offers integrated portfolio of services including software-led IT solutions, remote infrastructure
management, engineering and R&D services and BPO. HCL leverages its extensive global offshore
infrastructure and network of offices in 20 countries to provide holistic, multi-service delivery in key
industry verticals including Financial Services, Manufacturing, Aerospace & Defense, Telecom, Retail &
CPG, Life Sciences & Healthcare, Media & Entertainment, Travel, Transportation & Logistics, Automotive,
Government, Energy & Utilities. HCL takes pride in its philosophy of ‘Employee First’ which empowers our
54,026 transformers to create a real value for the customers. HCL Technologies, along with its
subsidiaries, had consolidated revenues of US$ 2.0 billion (Rs. 9,842 crores), as on 31st March 2009. For
more information, please visit www.hcltech.com
About HCL
HCL is a $5 billion leading global Technology and IT Enterprise that comprises two companies listed in
India - HCL Technologies & HCL Infosystems. Founded in 1976, HCL is one of India's original IT garage
start-ups, a pioneer of modern computing, and a global transformational enterprise today. Its range of
offerings spans Product Engineering, Custom & Package Applications, BPO, IT Infrastructure Services, IT
Hardware, Systems Integration, and distribution of ICT products across a wide range of focused industry
verticals. The HCL team comprises over 60,000 professionals of diverse nationalities, who operate from 23
countries including over 500 points of presence in India. HCL has global partnerships with several leading
Fortune 1000 firms, including leading IT and Technology firms. For more information, please visit
www.hcl.in
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